DATA CENTRES,
MAINTENANCE,
SECURITY AND CLOUD
HOSTING FRAMEWORK

from design and build to refurbishment and upgrades

We are delighted to be
approved by YPO to build
and supply public sector
data centres for members
and associated public
sector organisations.
We offer efficiencies and
value for money in the
procurement of hardware
and support services, whilst
our dedicated maintenance
and support team provide
24/7/365 support for all
data centre infrastructure.
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enabled, efficient, ready.

If you are looking to design and build a new data centre or upgrade an existing one, our
in-house M&E design team have the experience, knowledge and access to an unrivalled
range of products and support services to deliver energy-efficient solutions reducing PUE
as well as providing a quick ROI.
We understand data centres and computer rooms, which
ensures that with every step forward your business takes
with 2bm, your productivity will follow too.
As well as delivering projects that incorporate the very latest
and best data centre designs across a wide range of industry
sectors, we focus on a number of key areas including energy
efficiency and redundancy as well as cost-effectiveness.
Whilst our ethos is founded on innovation, we never lose
sight of the need to maximise the space and efficiency of
every data centre. No matter how large or small, our design
and build team always consider a range of creative concepts
in arriving at the right solution.
At 2bm, whether individually or as part of a team, we
always remain true to our ethical values, never ducking
our responsibilities. By demonstrating positive, creative and
supportive team ethics at all times it ensures we can turn our
visions into reality.
Our mission remains the bedrock of all that we do at 2bm,
and not only declares our purpose as a company, but serves
as the standard from which we never deviate.

Namely, to always create the very best data centre and
computer room solutions, whilst at the same time inspiring
our clients to have a positive impact on both their immediate
and wider environments.
As a business, we are a very effective, efficient and fastmoving organisation. Our success however, comes on the
back of our willingness to challenge traditional thinking and
innovate wherever possible.
This enables us to bring to the marketplace a portfolio of
solutions which will suit most scenarios and, if we can’t
provide one, we very quickly develop further solutions as and
when the needs arise.
2bm very much believe in nurturing a like-minded network
of go-ahead and reliable customers and suppliers, in order
that we all achieve our goals collaboratively.
We do this in a variety of ways. Firstly, we make a difference
by helping and supporting sustainable businesses. Secondly,
we maximise long-term return while being aware of our
overall responsibilities. Finally, whilst ensuring we make
‘excellence’ a habit, we still offer you the best possible value.

With a proven history of delivery, we understand
data centres and computer rooms, which ensures that
with every step forward your organisation takes
with 2bm, your productivity will follow too.
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Construction & room layout

Access & security

The first step is to create an enclosure that is ‘fit for purpose’.
Whether it is a new build or a ‘room in room’ upgrade of
existing space, we can provide you with the basic framework
to construct a resilient and energy-efficient enclosure with
appropriate secure access.

Whether it is access to your room or your racks, we can
provide a fully auditable trail, including the very latest access
control anti-tailgating software. This will help ensure your
facility’s integrity is maintained either as a stand-alone system
or integrated within an existing security system.

Cooling and airflow management

Racks

We are able to advise on the very latest technology for
cooling including: Close Control CRAC unit, free cooling
solutions, smart small room solutions, HPC, rear door
cooling, in-row cooling, on rack cooling and aisle
containment, humidity control, heat recovery, fresh air and
fire suppression extract systems.

We consider the cabinet as a core component of the data
centre design and not just a commodity purchase and
understand how best to utilise racks within data centres.
This is reflected in the growing number of companies who
have chosen to partner with us for their cabinet solution,
including Capgemini, IBM and RBS.

Fire detection & suppression

Cabling

We offer a full range of services that include: Double knock
and VESDA fire detection, inert and chemical gas fire
suppression, water mist fire suppression and post-release
gas extraction.

We offer a range of manufacturer-independent cabling
solutions that are all factory tested. We strip and remove old
existing cabling as well as supply and install new, then test
and guarantee.

Electrical supply & distribution

DCIM and environmental monitoring

A resilient power solution is integral to the efficient running
of a facility. Our team of experts will ensure main supplies
including diverse route and appropriate distribution, are
available within your room. Whether it is the supply of a
single UPS solution, N+1 UPS and resilient power distribution
or standby generators of all sizes, we are able to talk you
through the options available, working to the very latest
standards.

Data Centre environmental and management systems deliver
a large amount of information that can be used to increase
efficiency, improve optimisation and reduce risk. This
information ranges from basic fault finding on cooling and
power to full environmental monitoring including humidity
and temperature – critical items to monitor within a data
centre. A 2bm core principle is the integration of intelligent
power management solutions to help IT & facilities personnel
monitor data centre energy usage for analysis and capacity
planning. Energy-saving options can then be reviewed and
implemented to maximise data centre efficiency.

Service and maintenance
2bm understands that future-proofing your data centre is
as much a business decision as a technical one, and intends
to remain working alongside each of our clients throughout
the full life-cycle of their data centre. Modern IT equipment
is very expensive to replace, whilst being resilient to higher
temperatures, it can still fail due to contamination. Our
dedicated and security vetted ‘Clean Team’ is able to offer
both one-off deep clean and ongoing preventative work. We
operate in line with the latest COSHH guidelines at all times.

Project management
From a small one rack computer room to a five hundred
rack data centre, we adopt the same approach, priding
ourselves on our ability to deliver on time and within budget,
whilst always advising on best practice. A dedicated project
manager will support you throughout the project and ensure
the least possible disruption to your day-to-day operation.

2bm.co.uk

enabled, efficient, ready.

Why choose 2bm
We offer creative solutions to the most complex projects.
Our experts’ passion for innovation in our industry drives us
to be engaged with emerging technologies and use them
to achieve the very best results for our clients. Every data
centre is different in terms of its content and environment,
so we pay attention to the finest details to make certain of
optimum outcomes.

Our team thrive on offering solutions which improve
efficiency, reduce running costs and, importantly,
recommend an action which is right for your business.
2bm understands that future-proofing your data centre
is as much a business decision as a technical one, that’s
why we offer a range of services that help to extend the
life-cycle of any data centre or comms room.
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Would you like to know more?
Contact us to speak to a member of our team or to arrange a site survey on 0115 925 6000

Eldon Business Park, Eldon Road, Chilwell, Nottingham NG9 6DZ
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